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SIDELINES
71st Independence Day
Celebrations

TOP NEWS
At 70, India regains the spirit of youth
Author: H.E. Mr Jawed Ashraf, High Commissioner of India to Singapore
Published in The Business Times-Opinion, 15 August, 2017

ON Aug 15, India is celebrating 70 years of independence. It is an important milestone for the
world's largest democracy and the second-most
populous nation on earth, not just because of the
remarkable journey of seven decades, but also
because of rekindled energy, enterprise, optimism, citizen participation and a national resolve
usually associated with the start of a nation's
journey. At 70, India is regaining the spirit of
youth.
It is a moment to celebrate in Singapore, too, because of our ties of history and kinship, for Singapore's association with India's freedom struggle in Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose's Indian
National Army and Mahatma Gandhi's ashes immersed in the waters of Singapore.
Though India gained independence through a peaceful freedom struggle, our beginning was
anything but peaceful. We had to unite a country fragmented into provinces and 572 princely states; heal a On the occasion of Independence Day
society bleeding from partition and burdened by his- 2017, the High Commission of India in
torical disparities; and build an economy ravaged by Singapore brought out a 14-page special
supplement in ‘The Business Times’, the
colonialism.
The world, recovering from a horrific war, was slip- only English language business daily in
ping into a new division. The wounds of partition be- Singapore. The special supplement, led
came a scar of neighbour's hostility. Over time, as the by quotes from PM and EAM’s messpectrum of challenges expanded from terrorism and sage, focuses on economic issues. Please
refer to the following weblink for the
claims on our territory to nuclear proliferation, our
special supplement.
neighbourhood became a difficult one. We drew
strength from the moral foundation of our freedom http://sites.sphdigital.com/
struggle and the guidance of an extraordinary constitu- sphcountryspecial/wp-content/uploads/
tion that had the vision and breadth to address every sites/5/2015/04/India-Specialeconomic and social challenge. Scepticism of the Supplement-BT-15-Aug1.pdf
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world at our birth has turned into confidence about our future. Over these seven decades, we have
grown by about one billion people. We are federation of 29 states and seven union territories. We
have 22 official languages, with different scripts, and hundreds of dialects. Our currency note can be
read in 15 languages, besides English and Hindi. Our layered history, the diversity of our people and
the pluralism of our civilisation are reflected in the infinite symbols of faiths, cultures, traditions
and monuments. In the 2014 election to our Parliament, 553 million Indians cast their votes in the
largest election in history.
We have built a strong and resilient economy that has become the world's fastest-growing major
economy, the sixth-largest manufacturing sector, a leading producer of farm and dairy products and a
key contributor to the evolution of the digital age. We have made enormous advances in science and
technology, produced affordable medicines for the world and developed the most cost-effective space
programme. We have developed the capacity to keep our nation secure, our seas free and our people
safe. And, we have consistently fulfilled our international responsibility - strengthening global institutions, advancing international peace, seeking a fair deal for all nations and a sustainable future for
our planet.
We take pride in our progress, but we are conscious of the many human and economic challenges
that persist in the lives of millions of our citizens, visible across villages and cities of India. But, we
draw confidence and inspiration from our journey so far; and from the high tide of hope and change
sweeping through India. It draws its energy from the people of India, especially the 800 millionstrong youth, and from the historic mandate received by Prime Minister Narendra Modi and the National Democratic Alliance government in 2014.
The change has begun with the way the government works. Clean, transparent, efficient, responsive
and policy-driven governance is as much a basic obligation to people as it a means to transform the
economy. About 1,200 unnecessary laws have been repealed and hundreds of procedures eliminated.
Federalism is no longer the fault line of centre-state relations, but the definition of a new partnership
of Team India. Citizens now have the ease of trust, not the burden of proof and process. Businesses
can focus their energy on enterprise, not on crossing hurdles. In a nation connected by mobile
phones, Digital India is transforming the interface between government and citizens.
It has ushered in a new era of empowerment and inclusion that is turning dreams into realities. A
unique biometric identity for 1.2 billion people, increasingly linked to government programmes and
financial system; broadband network connecting 250,000 village councils; mobile phones in the
hands of virtually everyone; and, governance migrating to digital space is expanding digitalisation
rapidly. It has helped open nearly 300 million new bank accounts in the past three years; transform
delivery of services and benefits; put banking, insurance and pensions within the reach of the poorest; and unleash entrepreneurship across the country.
It is helping farmers access information, inputs, credit, advisory, insurance and markets, as government expands investments on the agriculture sector, which still sustains livelihood for a majority, on
a scale not seen in decades.
The mission of transforming India will be fulfilled when every citizen has access to a life of opportunity, dignity and basic needs. So, by the time India turns 75 in 2022, we will clean up India and
address our social challenges; build 50 million affordable houses to put a roof over every head; reach
power and connectivity to all our 600,000 villages; and, provide water and sanitation for every
household, healthcare for every citizen, education for every girl child and skills for all our youth.
With the pace of progress in the past three years, our goal is not a distant mirage, but well within our
reach.
This is possible, because we have also accelerated our growth and made it more broadbased and inclusive. Not just the scale of numbers in India, but the determinants of politics, governance, policy,
demography and resources tell us that India can and will sustain growth rates of 7-8 per cent long
into the future.
Economic reforms cover both policy and processes and include 7,100 specific measures by the centre
and the states in the past three years. They have made it easier to enter, start, operate and - if necessary - close businesses in India. Startups, small and medium companies and micro enterprises are
also benefiting from infrastructure, and credit support and tax incentives.
India's infrastructure is possibly expanding on the biggest scale in the world today. Highway expan-
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sion has gone up from 2km per day to 23km per day and will touch 40km per day by 2018. A total of
133km of rural roads are being added daily, and 2,000km of coastal roads and 1,000km of expressways are coming up.
Railways will invest US$125 billion in the next five years. High-speed rails, six new major ports and
18 new greenfield airports are being built. In the last three years, 76 gigawatts (GW) of power capacity - 21GW in solar and wind - have been added. As India urbanises rapidly, urban development from smart cities, new townships and affordable housing - is the new locomotive of development.
Our material progress will not be at the expense of our inheritance from nature. This commitment
stems from our ancient heritage and our responsibility to the future.
India has always been at the crossroads of the world. We are now in a new phase of deeper global
integration, and benefited from it. In turn, as the world's largest democracy and soon to be one of its
largest economies, Indians also recognise their own responsibility to the world.
As in the past, we will defend ourselves with our strength, but we will engage the world with our values of openness, pluralism, dialogue and democracy. Our engagement will grow, not our claims on
others. We will devote our energy to promote a more democratic and rule-based international order,
in which all nations, small and large, can thrive as equal and sovereign nations.
We will work with others to keep our commons free and safe, and our nations secure from terrorism.
We will share our resources, markets and prosperity with our neighbours. We will seek a sustainable
future for our planet, as we have, in creating a new international solar alliance together with France
and other partners.
Partnership with Singapore is among our closest, forged by human, cultural, political and economic
bonds. The Asean region is our valued neighbour and strategic partner, admired for its role in fostering regional integration, stability and prosperity. Just as we treasure our own timeless links with the
region, we are deeply committed to our common destiny. So, in whatever India does to advance its
own development, or for peace and prosperity in Asia and the world, Asean countries, particularly
Singapore, will always be integral to our endeavours.
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ECONOMY
India to grow 6.5-7.5% over 12-18
months: Moody's poll
HT Business: August 01, 2017

economic powers in the world over the next 1015 years, riding on the strength of its democracy
and partnerships, according to Cisco Chairman
John Chambers.
Chambers, who is also the Chairman of the newly
-formed US-India Strategic Partnership Forum,
predicted that India would turn out to be a role
model for the world economies.
"You will not be a slow follower but a fast innovator.
You will be the model for the rest of the
world...India will be the example for the rest of
the world not as an emerging country but as a
developed country that reinvents itself again and
again," he said at discussion on India-US Commercial and Strategic relationship.
Chambers said if he were to bet on one nation for
the future outside the US, his home country, "it
would be India".
Asked where he saw India in the coming 10-15
years, especially given ongoing flagship reforms
like Digital India, smart cities and Make in India,
Chambers said "India would not only be one of
the three top economic powers of the world" but
grow with the strength of its democracy and partnerships.
He, however, cautioned that it was important to
realise that one could get left behind very quickly
in the dynamic hi-tech industry.
Stating that Prime Minister Narendra Modi's vision for digital India was a model for the world,
he said there are similar digital trends in countries
like France and Israel.
Chambers said that strategic partnership between
India and the US needs to be seen beyond pure
trade numbers and profits to include larger goals
like meeting the needs of the economies, focusing
on inclusion, fostering innovation and entrepreneurship and corporate responsibility.
Confessing that he was a "champion of India",
Chambers lauded the role of Modi in shaping progressive policies and innovative ideas.
"My love for this country is no secret...I love the
people of this country," said the high-profile tech
czar.

New Delhi: India’s GDP growth will remain in
the range of 6.5-7.5 % over the next 12-18
months and GST will support the momentum for
faster growth, a Moody’s poll said today.
More than 75 % respondents said exposure to
large corporates in power, steel and infrastructure
sectors poses as the greatest risk to banks’ asset
quality in India.
Over 200 market participants, polled by Moody’s
and its affiliate ICRA, were confident of India’s
stable economic growth prospects.
“India’s GDP growth rate will remain in the
range of 6.5 -7.5 % over the next 12-18 months,
according to more than 60 % of the respondents,”
Moody’s said in a statement.
The view is in keeping with signs of economic
recovery after the short-term negative impact of
demonetisation. According to the estimates of the
US-based agency, the economy will grow 7.5 %
in 2016-17 and 7.7 % in 2017-18.
Moody’s believes that economic growth will
gradually accelerate to around 8 % over the next
3-4 years. “Given economic and institutional reforms in India and further changes that could follow, India will likely grow faster than similarly
rated peers over the next 12-18 months despite a
short-term drag caused by demonetisation,”
Moody’s Associate Managing Director Marie
Diron said.
While the respondents believed that introduction
of the Goods and Services Tax (GST) will support faster growth in the next 12-18 months, they
were split on how much of a growth boost the tax
reform will provide.
The poll found that asset quality risks linger for
banks and credit growth will remain subdued.
“More than 75 % of the respondents agreed that
exposure to large corporates in power, steel and
infrastructure sectors will continue to be the
greatest risk to the asset quality of Indian banks,” Govt plans Rs 45,000 crore investit stated.
ment in north-east states

India to be among top 3 economic Livemint: August 04, 2017
powers in 10-15 yrs: Chambers
New Delhi: India on Thursday sought Japan’s
assistance in a slew of areas—tourism, skill development, food processing, infrastructure develNew Delhi: India will figure among the top three opment as well as making buildings resistant to
PTI: August 03, 2017
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earthquake damage—in a bid to fast-track development in its north-east region.
Addressing the first Japan-India Coordination
Forum for Development of the NorthEastern Region, Naveen Verma, secretary in the ministry for
development of the north-eastern region, said India plans to spend Rs45,000 crore for the development in the region bordering China, Bhutan,
Bangladesh and Myanmar.
“This is being spent in pockets. What we are
looking at is the gaps, the gaps that are not being
met either by the state plans or by our interventions,” Verma said, adding “that is an area where
we can look at the scope of collaboration.”
Verma noted that India’s north-east had a lot of
skilled manpower which “can certainly help boost
the Japanese economy.”
Given that the north-eastern region has 3% of
India’s population and 8% of area, “distances are
such that we need lot of investment in infrastructure. That’s one area that we are looking at, one
of the takeaways,” Verma said.
“Of course we are also in seismic zone V. So, lot
of building technologies will be useful. In fact,
look at natural calamities, the entire north-east is
very vulnerable,” he said.
Given the north-eastern region’s strategic location, India has been keen to involve countries of
South East Asia and East Asia in its development.
Singapore, Thailand and South Korea besides
Japan are some of the countries India has invited
for investment and skill development in the region.
Given its un-demarcated border with China and
China’s close ties with Pakistan, New Delhi has
been wary of involving Beijing in the region’s
development. China, on its part, claims almost all
of Arunachal Pradesh as part of South Tibet—
something India rejects.
India is currently engaged in a tense military
standoff with China in Doklam region of Bhutan.
In his remarks, Japan’s ambassador to India Kenji
Hiramatsu described Japan as a “a natural partner
for the development of the north-east region.”
India’s “Act East strategy” and historical and cultural linkages between India and the East Asia
were two reasons for forging close ties with Japan.
“The north-east region is located at the strategically and the economically important juncture
between Japan and South East Asia as well as
within between Bimstec (Bangladesh-IndiaMyanmar-Sri Lanka-Thailand-Economic Cooperation) countries. Therefore Japan-India have
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placed particular importance on the cooperation
in north-east, which is clearly and repeatedly stated in the joint statements of our annual summit
meetings,” Hiramatsu said.

India revises draft plan on trade facilitation for services
Livemint: August 07, 2017

Geneva: India has moderated the level of ambition in its proposal on trade facilitation for services (TFS) at the World Trade Organization
(WTO) by informing its counterparts that the proposed TFS agreement will only apply to the existing commitments scheduled under the General
Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS), according to the latest proposal reviewed by Mint.
After facing headwinds from both developing
countries, including allies such as South Africa,
as well as many industrialized countries on the
earlier TFS proposal, India has now floated a revised draft proposal which is largely moderated
so that it remains as a bargaining chip during the
current negotiations on the domestic regulation
barriers in services, according to a trade official
who asked not to be quoted.
In the 18-page restricted job document issued on
27 July, India has maintained that it is “in the
spirit of constructive engagement.”
“India has sought to refine the TFS text by making changes to incorporate the various comments
and suggestions raised by members in order to
make the TFS text more meaningful and acceptable,” it suggested.
Further, India ensured that the proposal is in line
with the ongoing negotiations on domestic regulation that are based on the revised draft texts issued by two chairs during 2009 and 2011. The
proposed changes include that “the TFS agreement is being limited to commitments that are
scheduled under GATS, with the exception of
Art. 8.2 (dealing with Mode 2 movement for persons seeking medical treatment).”
In the first draft circulated last year, India had
said “Article 2 on Publication had also been made
applicable to all sectors, whether or not scheduled.” “But we have now limited Article 2 also to
scheduled commitments,” India said in its latest
proposal, suggesting that the proposed TFS is
primarily aimed at making scheduled commitments more effective.
In a similar vein, India’s initial draft had used the
term “immigration formalities” to refer to entry
measures (visas, work permits, etc.) which are
INDIA FOCUS
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relevant for the entry of short-term service providers offering services for specific durations.
This term is being replaced with the phrase
“measures relating to entry and temporary stay”,
given the various sensitivities expressed by several members associated with the term
“immigration”, India maintained.
“However, we have in this revised draft limited
Article 3 on “Administration of Measures” to the
two main types of measures affecting supply of
services, namely: authorisation and measures relating to entry and temporary stay,” it argued.
The term “authorisation” refers to permits/
licences, etc. required for a service, and
“measures relating to entry and temporary stay”
pertains to visa/work permits required for Mode 4
movements.
The reason for limiting Article 3 to only two
types of measures, India said, is because this provision deals with “administration” related aspects,
and places several onerous requirements relating
to timeframes, and procedural requirements for
dealing with applications, etc. “Since the main
thrust of concern on TFS is measures pertaining
to authorisation and measures relating to entry
and temporary stay, we have limited this provision accordingly.”
The main objective, according to India, is to ensure that existing scheduled commitments by
members in the GATS are made “more effective.” India has clarified that the term
“immigration facilities” such as visas, work permits that are relevant for the entry of natural persons under Mode 4 of the GATS in the original
draft proposal is now replaced with the phrase
“measures relating to entry and temporary stay.”
This would address the “sensitivities” expressed
by members associated with the term
“immigration,” India has argued.
In response to concerns raised by the African
Group about the right to regulate trade in services, the revised draft says “recognizing the right
to regulate, and to introduce new regulations, on
the supply of services within their territories in
order to meet national policy objectives and, given asymmetries existing with respect to the degree of development of services regulations in
different Members, the particular need of developing countries to exercise this right.”
India has argued that the proposed TFS agreement “should not be construed to prescribe or
impose particular regulatory approaches or any
particular regulatory provisions in relation to
measures affecting the supply of services.”
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By re-calibrating its proposal, India has retrieved
a lot of ground and ensured that the proposal remains a strong bargaining chip during the negotiations on domestic regulation barriers in services
ahead of the WTO’s eleventh ministerial meeting
in Buenos Aires later this year. A group of industrialized countries and their allies in the developing world are seeking transparency-related improvements without addressing the main barriers
faced by countries such as India in the movement
of short-term services providers, said a trade analyst, who preferred not to be quoted.
The US, which is tightening the provisions on H1B visas for short-term services providers is likely to oppose India’s latest proposal on TFS even
though it has lowered the level of ambition, the
analyst said.

Government to launch new scheme
to boost agriculture start-ups
Livemint: August 04, 2017

New Delhi: In an attempt to promote innovation
and entrepreneurship in agriculture, the government is launching a new AGRI-UDAAN programme that will mentor startups and help them
connect with potential investors.
Managed by India’s premier farm research body,
the Indian Council of Agricultural Research
(ICAR), the food and agri-business accelerator
programme to be launched on Friday will also
help convert innovative ideas from India’s rural
youth into viable businesses.
“The idea is to attract the youth from rural India
and elsewhere, and train them so they can add
value to the farmers’ produce,” said Narendra
Singh Rathore, deputy director general of agricultural education at ICAR.
Rathore added that following an intensive training lasting six months, the new start-ups will be
connected to investors for funding.
“Our goal is to begin a start-up revolution in agriculture which so far has been limited to the services sector,” he said.
Under the programme, start-ups will get incubation space to run their businesses and have access
to research laboratories and libraries. AGRI
UDAAN will also help the selected start-ups with
regulatory services like company registration and
environmental compliances.
In the pre-launch phase of the programme that
began in 2015, the ICAR’s National Academy of
Agricultural Research Management (NARM) in
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Hyderabad incubated several new start-ups which
are now processing exotic grains, manufacturing
kinetic farm machines, and developing smart irrigation systems.
The companies include Hyderabad-based Inner
Being, which processes locally grown and exotic
millets and caters to the high-end wellness market. Another start-up, FlyBird Innovations in
Bengaluru is developing smart irrigation techniques based on soil temperature, atmospheric
humidity and water availability.
Kinemach, a company mentored under the
UDAAN programme is developing a new range
of farm machinery that mimics human tasks on
the field—from ploughing to weeding.
Each of these companies also managed funding
between Rs60 lakh to Rs1.3 crore from corporates and venture capitalists, said an official with
NARM who did not want to be named.
Following the launch of the programme on Friday, AGRI-UDAAN will reach out to agri-startups in several cities like Chandigarh, Ahmedabad, Pune, Bangalore, Kolkata and Hyderabad.
The programme will shortlist 40 start-ups in the
first round who will pitch their ideas to a panel of
evaluators. Out of these, between 8 to 12 start-ups
will be selected for the final capacity building
workshop.

said adding the government has already asked
state oil companies to set up ethanol plants at 12
locations over the coming year.
"Promoting biofuels creates jobs, fosters economic growth, supports farmers and helps improve
energy security for the country," he said.
Ways are being explored on conversion of urban,
rural waste to fuel and use of waste/barren lands
for cultivation of feedstock for 2G biofuels.
Road Transport & Highways and Shipping Minister Nitin Gadkari stressed upon the importance of
biofuels as cost effective and environment friendly substitutes to conventional fuels.
He said that besides bringing down pollution,
biofuels produced indigenously from agricultural
waste, plants like bamboo, non-edible oilseeds, or
municipal waste will help reduce the country's
huge import burden.
In addition, it will also generate employment and
boost the economy of rural areas, including the
North East and the barren wastelands of the country.
Gadkari said that the automobile growth in the
country is an unsustainable 22 per cent. So efforts
are on in a big way to promote public transport
based on cheaper and greener biofuels and electricity.
India has brought in the necessary regulations for
flexi engines. Nagpur city is running 55 buses on
New biofuel policy in the works, 100 per cent bio ethanol and another 50 on bio
CNG derived from methane from sewage water.
eyes Rs 1 lakh cr investment
This is in addition to a 200 strong fleet of electric
taxis and autos. The shipping and inland waterPTI: August 11, 2017
ways sectors too are gearing up for running ships
New Delhi: The government plans to bring a new and barges on methanol, he said.
policy to promote use of biofuels in transport fuel
that will catalyse Rs 1 lakh crore of investment in
the entire value chain, Oil Minister Dharmendra Realty sector attracts Rs 16K cr inPradhan said today.
vestment in H1 2017
India imports 80 per cent of its crude oil needs
and use of biofuel extracted from non-edible oils PTI: August 08, 2017
will help meet the target of reducing imports by
10 per cent by 2022, he said at a function organ- New Delhi: Real estate sector witnessed an investment of over Rs 16,000 crore in the first half
ised to mark 'World Biofuel Day'.
State-owned oil marketing companies Indian Oil of 2017, of which 56 per cent was in housing and
Corp (IOC), Bharat Petroleum Corp Ltd (BPCL) township projects, according to property consultand Hindustan Petroleum Corp Ltd (HPCL) have ant JLL India.
committed USD 2 billion investment in research The investment figures include both debt and equity.
and development (R&D) on biofuels, he said.
"We will soon take to the Cabinet a biofuel policy "In 1H, 2017, residential projects (including
that will provide for investment climate, incen- townships) across India attracted 56 per cent of
tives, government role and commercial returns the total investment, i.e. more than Rs 9,000 crore
out of the total Rs 16,008 crore," JLL India MD
for developers," he said.
The policy will help develop "a biofuel economy (Capital Markets and International Director)
worth Rs 1 lakh crore in the next two years," he Shobhit Agarwal said.
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IT and commercial projects received 22 per cent
of the total investment at Rs 3,500 crore, followed by warehousing at 20 per cent of the total
investment.
The retail sector attracted only 4 per cent of the
total investment in absence of quality mall supply.
"While the office asset class saw lower investment in 1H2017 compared to 1H2016 due to a
lower number of equity deals, there are big-ticket
deals in the pipeline that are expected to fructify
in 2H2017," Agarwal said in a blog.
Housing segment saw increased investment on
growing confidence in this asset class after the
implementation of the new real estate law
(RERA) and other initiatives.
Warehousing segment saw the biggest investment
deal so far in the country's logistics space,
Agarwal said, referring to the Canada Pension
Plan Investment Board (CPPIB)'s deal to buy a
majority stake in IndoSpace, the warehousing and
logistics real estate arm of Everstone, in a USD
500 million pact.
"It is pertinent to note here that even though
CPPIB may be the biggest deal so far, investors
from other nations, especially Asian ones like
China, Japan, Korea, have shown a lot of interest
in developing industrial projects," Agarwal said.

CEO and Co-founder Raj Prabhu said.
He further said there is still a lot of confusion and
ambiguity surrounding the Goods and Services
Tax (GST), which is also a concern for the sector.
"Initially, a rate of five per cent was announced
for all solar components, which was then clarified
to five per cent only for solar modules and 18 per
cent or more for other components.
"The most recent update is that the Ministry of
New and Renewable Energy (MNRE) is pushing
for a five per cent rate, though nothing is official
yet," Prabhu added.
The second quarter also saw the lowest ever tariff
of Rs 2.44 per unit in the recently conducted 500
MW Bhadla Phase-III Solar Park auction.
Most utilities now want a similarly low tariff,
which has led to delays in PPA signings, tenders,
and auctions, the report said.
"Most projects under construction will not be affected, but new tender and auction activity has
stalled and most developers are taking a pessimistic view of the recent developments," Mercom
Communications India Managing Director Priya
Sanjay said.

India one of the most open economies globally for FDI: Survey
PTI: August 14, 2017

India adds 4,765 MW solar capacity
in H1 2017: Report
New Delhi: India has now emerged as one of the
PTI: August 10, 2017

Mumbai: The Indian solar market added 1,869
MW capacity in April-June quarter taking the
installations to 4,765 MW during H1 of 2017, a
recent survey said.
According to a study conducted by Mercom India
Research, the total capacity added in the first half
(January-June 2017) of this year has surpassed
the total capacity addition in 2016 which stood at
4,313 MW and is likely to reach 10.5 GW by the
end-2017.
Large scale solar installations totalled 1,639 MW
in Q2 2017 and made up 4,290 MW while rooftop installations accounted for 230 MW taking
the total to 475 MW.
"The Indian solar market had its best first half
and is on pace to have its best year. However,
uncertainty around GST rates, utilities renegotiating to get better rates, and the recently initiated
anti-dumping case has stalled momentum in the
sector and could have a significant negative effect
on installations in 2018," Mercom Capital Group
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most open economies in the world for receiving
FDI, on the back of a host of liberalisation
measures, the Economic Survey said today.
It pointed out that measures taken by the government have resulted in FDI equity inflow of 43.4
billion USD in 2016-17, which is not only an increase of 8 per cent over the previous year, but
also the highest ever.
The mid-year Survey of the economy described
foreign direct investment (FDI) as an enabler of
economic growth since it enhances productivity
by bringing capital, skills and technology to the
host country.
"In 2016, the government has brought most of the
sectors under the automatic approval route, except a small negative list comprising atomic energy, manufacture of cigars and tobacco, real estate
business, lottery, gambling and chit fund etc.
With these changes, India is now one of the most
open economies in the world for FDI," said the
Survey tabled in Parliament today.
In terms of the sectors receiving FDI equity inflows, Services (finance, banking, insurance etc)
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sector received the highest (19.9 per cent) followed by telecommunications (12.8 per cent) and
computer software and hardware (8.4 per cent),
the Survey added.
Mauritius, Singapore and Japan have been top
three source countries of FDI inflows to India
contributing 36.2 per cent, 20 per cent and 10.8
per cent, respectively, during 2016-17, according
to the Survey.

BANKING/FINANCE
Rajya Sabha passes Banking Regulation Bill
PTI: August 11, 2017

New Delhi: Parliament today passed a bill that
will empower the RBI to deal with stressed assets
in the banking sector which have soared to Rs 8
lakh crore.
The Banking Regulation (Amendment) Bill,
2017, which was passed by a voice vote in the
Rajya Sabha, replaces an ordinance promulgated
in May.
The Lok Sabha had passed it last week.
Replying to a debate on the bill, Finance Minister
Arun Jaitley said that Non-Performing Assets
(NPAs) in the public sector banks alone account
for about Rs 6.41 lakh crore at end-March.
"It is true that the NPA figure is rising...It has
nothing to do with my tenure except that after I
took over, the interest (on loans) keeps rising.
The interest did not stop on that day. These are all
old loans," he said, answering the opposition criticism.
On the issue of wilful defaulters, Jaitley said
there is no prohibition on either publishing their
names or photographs.
"In fact all the wilful defaulters' names and photographs are published through advertisements,"
he said but added that normal commercial details
are never published.
Some members wanted to know why the government itself was not taking action on NPAs, instead of giving the mandate to the RBI.
To this, Jaitley said the RBI is not merely a regulator in India. "If it were, you probably had a valid point".
The measure allows the RBI to initiate insolvency
resolution process on specific stressed assets.
The RBI would also be empowered to issue other
directions for resolution, appoint or approve for
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appointment, authorities or committees to advise
the banking companies for stressed asset resolution.
Explaining the urgency to bring the new law, Jaitley said it was "already too late" as the capacity
of the banks to lend to small creditors is being
impacted. "The capacity of banks to support
growth is impacted," he said.
Due to this legislation, Jaitley said the banks will
soon start "realising the money, assets will not be
wasted, the companies will continue to function
and the jobs that are there in the company will
also be saved".
Jaitley also gave a detailed account of various
sectors like steel, power, infrastructure and textiles, which have most NPAs.
Earlier, participating in the debate on the bill,
Naresh Aggarwal (SP) said he was against jailing
of people for economic offences under the law.
Talking about NPAs, he said power discoms have
taken a lot of loan on government guarantee and
then failed to return it, which is a big problem
now.
He criticised the government for not acting swiftly against the people named in Panama paper and
those who have been wilful bank defaulters.
N Gokulakrishnan (AIADMK) was of the view
that during 2010 to 2016, free import of steel
products resulted in adverse impact on the industry and sector fell in debt trap.
S S Roy (Trinamool Congress) lodged his dissent, saying that he was against the way the bill
was being discussed and would be passed later
on.
He asked the government to tell the House about
number of criminal proceedings initiated against
wilful defaulters.
Harivansh (JDU) supported the bill, saying this
would help initiate insolvency and bankruptcy
against wilful loan defaulters.
Tapen Kumar Sen (CPM) suggested that RBI
should be taken out of the picture and banks
should be empowered to invoke insolvency proceedings against defaulters.
He said that banks should be made directly responsible for dealing with the issue of NPAs and
name of 50 defaulters which constitute 80 per
cent of NPAs should be made public.
Sarojini Hembram (BJD), Veer Singh (BSP) and
Narendendra Jadhav (nominated) also supported
the bill saying that it should have been done earlier.
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MARKETS
Pace of equity folio additions highest since 2007-08
Business Standard: August 11, 2017

Mumbai: India's mutual fund sector is witnessing a new wave of equity participation. So far
during this financial year (April-July), industry
has added nearly 3 million equity folios, at an
average of 750,000 a month.
This is the highest pace of account additions
since 2007-08. During 2007-08, just ahead of the
financial crisis, the industry added an average
million equity accounts a month.
If the current pace of account additions in the
equity segment continues unabated, the current
financial year may end up adding nine million
equity folios, taking the overall equity accounts
to a massive 50 million.
The steep rise in account additions comes at a
time when Indian share indices have been hovering at historical highs.
In the previous financial year 2016-17, when the
sector had added 4.8 million equity accounts.
Ever since the Narendra Modi-led government
took charge in 2014, there has been a continuous
rise in equity investors' base. Against below 30
million in March, 2014, it currently stands at 43.8
million.
The overall equity assets have already surged
from below Rs 2 lakh crore to about Rs 7 lakh
crore. Incremental inflows over the last three
years have been in excess of Rs 2 lakh crore.
Sector officials feel that investors will keep flocking to equity mutual funds as long as other investment avenues do not look attractive.

BUSINESS

SoftBank invests at least US$ 2.5 bn
in Flipkart; biggest ever investment
in Indian internet space
Livemint: August 10, 2017

Bengaluru: India’s largest Internet firm Flipkart
Ltd has raised at least $2.5 billion from SoftBank
Vision Fund, scaling up its firepower in the fight
with arch rival Amazon India for dominance over
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India’s e-commerce market.
The latest round of funding takes Flipkart’s cash
reserves to more than $4 billion. Flipkart didn’t
disclose the amount, but said that the SoftBank
investment comprises a mix of primary
(investment in the company) and secondary capital (purchase of shares from existing shareholders).
SoftBank invested at least $2.5 billion in Flipkart,
three people familiar with the matter said on condition of anonymity. Mint and other publications
had reported for months that SoftBank would
invest more than $1.5 billion in Flipkart by putting in fresh capital and buying shares from Tiger
Global Management, Flipkart’s largest shareholder.
Flipkart has now raised more than $6 billion in
cash since starting out in 2007, by far the highest
by any Indian start-up and among the highest by
any start-up globally. Flipkartraised $1.4 billion
from Tencent Holdings Ltd, eBay Inc. and Microsoft Corp. in April.
The SoftBank investment comes after Flipkart’s
proposed takeover of Snapdeal, the Japanese investor’s portfolio company, collapsed last week.
“This is a monumental deal for Flipkart and India. Very few economies globally attract such
overwhelming interest from top-tier investors. It
is recognition of India’s unparalleled potential to
become a leader in technology and e-commerce
on a massive scale. SoftBank’s proven track record of partnering with transformative technology
leaders has earned it the reputation of being a
visionary investor,” Flipkart co-founders Binny
Bansal and Sachin Bansal said in a joint statement.
The investment will likely make SoftBank the
largest investor in Flipkart and reduce the influence of Tiger Global, whose representative Kalyan Krishnamurthy is Flipkart’s CEO.
In the space of four months, SoftBank has struck
two deals that have changed the dynamics of India’s Internet business and made the Japanese
investor the most powerful and influential entity
in the start-up ecosystem. In May, SoftBank,
which is also the largest shareholder in cab hailing firm Ola, invested $1.4 billion in digital payments firm Paytm.
Already, some analysts and investors are saying
that SoftBank may orchestrate a mega-merger
between Paytm and Flipkart at some point in the
future.
The SoftBank investment in Flipkart is part of the
company’s latest financing round; “We want to
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support innovative companies that are clear winners in India because they are best positioned to
leverage technology and help people lead better
lives. As the pioneers in Indian e-commerce,
Flipkart is doing that every day,” said Masayoshi
Son, chairman and CEO of SoftBank Group
Corp.
While expectations around the size of India’s ecommerce have significantly diminished from the
heady estimates of 2015, it is still considered the
last big e-commerce market left. Flipkart is the
only local start-up that is seen as serious competition to Amazon India over the long term.
With its financing round in April and the latest
SoftBank investment, Flipkart has settled the debate over its ability to take on Amazon. Its prospects have also lifted over the past nine months
as it has seen a resurgence in sales.

It has started a chain of restaurants – Wai Wai
City – in Delhi, Noida, Pune, Bengaluru and
Siliguri over the past few months and plans to
take the number of outlets to 500 by 2020. The
group plans to open 75 outlets under franchise
model by end 2017. To ramp up its upcoming
F&B business, Chaudhary aims to leverage CG
Group’s distribution coverage in remote and hilly
areas. Currently, its noodles reaches over a million stores.
While, the group clocks nearly Rs 13,000 crore
($2 billion) in yearly sales, its business in India
remains confined to noodles. And its Rs 600
crore sales here form less than five per cent of its
global revenue. However, with the investments
lined up and plans to enter a number of growing
sectors, Chaudhary expects to improve that record.
“We aim to be an Rs 32,000 crore ($5 billion)
CG Group to invest Rs 1,000 crore conglomerate by 2020. This will be achieved
through expansion of the core brands to new marby 2020
kets joint ventures for our hospitality vertical,
brand extensions like Wai Wai City and Wai Wai
Business Standard: August 02, 2017
Dhaba in the retail food market and success of
New Delhi: The Kathmandu-headquartered CG our integrated food parks,” he said.
Group is planning to invest Rs 1,000 crore in India over the next three years to ramp up its opera- IBM sets up first machine learning
tions in the country. The diversified conglomer- hub in India
ate, which has interests in widespread sectors like
hotels and resorts, real estate, education and to- PTI: August 04, 2017
bacco, is entering the food and beverages segNew Delhi: Tech giant IBM today said it has set
ment in the country in September.
While the firm is known for its Wai Wai noodles up its first Machine Learning (ML) Hub in India
brand, it has set up a production unit at Rajasthan in Bengaluru that will provide hands-on training
with an investment of Rs 250 crore to support its in these new technology areas.
plan of becoming a full-fledged F&B player, Organisations can visit the hub for hands-on
Varun Chaudhary, executive director, CG Corp training on ML and collaborate with IBM experts
to build and deploy analytic models for a new
Global told Business Standard.
“We will be entering in the food space with ready generation of intelligent applications, IBM said in
to eat products, under the Wai Wai Dhaba brand a statement.
name, and beverages which are currently only However, IBM did not disclose any investment
available at Wai Wai City outlets. Other product details related to the new centre.
categories include snacks under the brand name The new Hub is the latest addition to the tally of
Papa Punte for retail sales and sauces, spices, such centres. IBM gas ML Hubs operating in Tocondiments, pickles and processed raw materials ronto, San Jose, Beijing, and Boblingen, Germafor B2B (business to business) sales. We also ny.
have interests in infrastructure, real estate and "Through the Hubs, data professionals, business
will be evaluating other JVs which combine our analysts and engineers work with IBM data sciexpertise with reach and production in India,” he ence experts to understand and master the leading
tools, technologies and techniques needed to vissaid.
CG Group has eight manufacturing units here to ualise, analyse and interpret data," IBM said.
produce noodles. It now plans to produce branded IBM also help companies build and test rapid,
commodity items like pulses, oils and atta, apart scalable prototypes for fast deployment of these
from packaged food and beverages, at the unit in models at the organisations, it added.
A Gartner report forecasts highest growth in India
Rajasthan.
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IT spending in software and IT services for 2017,
which includes building new digital platforms
with ML and artificial intelligence at the core.
"IBM Machine Learning hub reiterates our mission to partner and prepare enterprises for the
cognitive era by unleashing the potential of machine learning," Gaurav Sharma, Vice President
at IBM India Software Labs, said.

Fintech Hub Will Open India Office
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-08-09/
fintech-hub-lattice80-to-open-in-india-in-global-expansionplan

Singapore fintech hub Lattice80 plans to open an
office in India by the end of next month, the first
step in a global expansion that will spread to London, New York and the Middle East.
The firm is in discussions with 30 tenants for the
30,000 square-foot space in Visakhapatnam,
about 800 kilometers (500 miles) from Bengaluru, Chief Executive Officer Joe Seunghyun Cho
said in an interview. The hub can host as many as
100 tech startups, he said.
“While it is difficult to find good engineers for
tech startups globally, there are millions of them
in India,” Cho said. “The pool is strong and deep,
and labor costs are low. The country is one of the
best places to build tech resources.”
Founded in November, Lattice80 says it is the
world’s biggest fintech hub, providing office
space and infrastructure to 85 startups in Singapore. The space also houses the Singapore office
of R3, the consortium of global financial firms
developing blockchain applications. Lattice80 is
funded by Marvelstone Group, which is also
headed by Cho and invests in other fintech firms.
Some of the firms taking space in Visakhapatnam
are already operating in the Singapore hub and
are seeking to expand overseas, Cho said. Among
them are Miss Kaya, an online bank for women,
and robo-advisers Bambu and Smartfolios.
The India office is part of a global expansion
strategy, Cho said. The company plans to open an
office in the Middle East this year, then branches
in London, New York and Silicon Valley in
2018. He is also in talks to with other Asian cities, including Hong Kong, Jakarta, Bangkok and
Ulaanbaatar.

Google India today announced its ‘Made in India’
initiative while reaffirming its commitment to
help developers find success by building high
quality products “for India by India”. The company said that starting now, Indian developers can
apply for a chance to have apps specifically optimized for the Indian market showcased on the
Google Play store in India in a special section.
“At Google Play, we are committed to helping
Indian developers of all sizes seize this opportunity and build successful, locally relevant businesses,” Purnima Kochikar, Director, Business
Development,
Games
&
Applications,
Google Play said. “A lot of what we do at
Google Play is support developers’ imaginations
and make Android consumers aware of the
amazing new experiences our developers are creating,” she added. At its first ever App Excellence Summit here today,Google said it has
brought together over 700 Indian app and games
developers and shared tips and tools to help developers create the best quality Android apps that
are locally relevant.
Pointing out that the majority of Indian internet
users are going online primarily via their
smartphones and this number is growing at a phenomenal rate, Google in a release said there are
now more people using Android devices in India
than in the US. People in India install more than a
billion apps every month from Google Play, it
said, adding that the number of apps installed in
India has grown by 150 per cent each year. Indian
consumer spend on apps and games is accelerating at a rapid pace, tripling in just the past year
alone, it said.

Three Indian firms among Forbes'
most innovative companies
PTI: August 10, 2017

New Delhi: Three Indian firms -- Hindustan Unilever, Asian Paints and Bharti Airtel -- are among
Forbes' list of the world's 100 most innovative
companies, where Salesforce.com has replaced
Tesla Motors on the top position.
While HUL and Asian Paints have moved up in
their ranks to seventh and eighth respectively
(from 31st and 18th last year), Bharti Airtel has
entered the ranking at 78th position.
Tata Consultancy Services (TCS), Sun Pharma
Google India announces Made in and Larsen & Toubro were also on the 2016 list
but they failed to make the cut this year, bringing
India initiative
down the total number of Indian firms from five
HT Business: August 02, 2017
to three. The annual 'World's Most Innovative
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Companies' are the ones that investors expect to
be innovative now and in the future. Besides, to
be included in the list, firms need seven years of
public financial data and USD 10 billion in market cap.
"We include only industries that are known to
invest in innovation, excluding industries that
have no measurable investment in R&D, so banks
and other financial services do not make the list.
Nor do energy and mining firms, whose market
value is tied more to commodity prices than innovation," the magazine said.
According to Forbes, companies are ranked by
their innovation premium -- the difference between their market capitalisation and the net present value of cash flows from existing businesses.
"The difference between them is the bonus given
by equity investors on the educated hunch that
the company will continue to come up with profitable new growth," the magazine said.
HUL recorded an innovation premium of 68.59
per cent; Asian Paints (68.28 per cent) and Bharti
Airtel (41.4 per cent).
Among others in the top 10 are -- Amazon.com
(3rd position), Shanghai RAAS Blood Products
(4th), Netflix (5th), Incyte (6th), Naver (9th) and
Regeneron Pharmaceuticals (10th).

Besides, Adobe Systems, Marriott International,
Nielsen, Mastercard, Coca-Cola, Procter & Gamble, PepsiCo, Colgate- Palmolive featured in the
list.

SIDELINES
High Commissioner’s Meeting with
Singapore’s Minister for Communications & Information, Dr Yaccob
Ibrahim

There is a lot of positive sentiment around India now, says IFC's Ralph
Keitel
Livemint: August 04, 2017

New Delhi: Private Equity’s (PE) challenge in India has primarily been about getting money back,
but the situation appears to have improved with a number of exits over the past two years. A lot of
money has flown back to LPs (limited partners, or investors in PE funds) during this period, said
Ralph Keitel, principal investment officer and regional lead, East Asia and Pacific, at the International Finance Corp. (IFC), the private sector investment arm of the World Bank. “I think there is a lot of
positive sentiment around India these days. The macro growth has been remarkable during the last
couple of quarters, and there is positive sentiment around politics. The Modi effect is still there,” he
added. Edited Excerpts.
IFC invests in a lot of infrastructure projects. Just looking at Asia, especially South-East Asia
and India, the infrastructure funding gap is so massive. Where do you think the capital will
come from? This is a big picture question and not specific to IFC. There is only so much that
IFC and PE can address in terms of the infrastructure funding gap in many of these countries.
There is a huge need for infrastructure investments, it is one of the biggest bottlenecks in the emerging market space, and it is something that IFC feels very passionate about. We launched a very interesting programme called the Managed Co-Lending Portfolio Programme (MCPP) in 2013, that enables other investors to participate in IFC’s global portfolio. The programme allocated $3 billion from
the People’s Bank of China across 70 deals in less than two years. Based on the success of IFC’s
MCPP programme, IFC then launched MCPP Infrastructure, which seeks to raise $5 billion of private capital for investment in emerging market infrastructure loans by 2021. IFC recently signed an
agreement with Eastspring Investments to raise $500 million for MCPP Infrastructure. The way IFC
looks at this is that the public sector alone cannot finance this gap in infrastructure spending while on
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ers and institutions are holding and which is generating very low returns. This money would be much
better off being invested in the infrastructure space for emerging markets.
How do you see valuations in this region? Most general partners say that is the biggest concern
that they have.
Valuation is always a concern. I would agree there is a lot of dry powder available in this asset class.
This is not specific to Asia, but a global phenomenon. It is a matter of supply and demand—larger
pools of capital chasing a limited supply of deals,especially high–quality ones. This is bound to drive
up prices. The way PE funds are typically structured means that there is pressure to deploy capital
raised. I would agree that prices in China and in Asia are not cheap. There is a lot of capital available
in Asia—you have a lot of institutional PE funds, both domestic and international ones.
You have Asian families, conglomerates, and corporates who are all strategic buyers. Then there are
a lot of financial buyers out there, including sovereign wealth funds, for example, here in Singapore,
they are very large investors. So all of that provides a huge pool of capital available to be deployed
and a lot of it is chasing the same number of high-quality deals. And that increases pricing, in particular when institutions have pressure to deploy.
Specifically talking about valuations in India, how big a concern is that?
I would say if you look at the Indian market, prices, too, are not cheap. One could argue they didn’t
adjust sufficiently after the global financial crisis. Public markets in India are not cheap—and a lot of
PE deals available are priced off public markets. Our investment strategy for funds in India is very
much in line with what we do in the rest of Asia and globally. We build a balanced portfolio and are
generally sector-agnostic. Our strategy is to work with the best manager we can find.
There is nothing that differentiates the India from the South-East Asia for you?
India is a very large emerging market by population. Its GDP per capita is lower than China, so it is a
key focus market for IFC. We are very actively seeking to deploy capital in India and it is a key market for us, given the huge need for investment in infrastructure, health and education. Just addressing
the basic needs for the population in India, such as reducing water scarcity, is one of the key priorities for IFC.
Just sticking to India. You mentioned some of the keys sectors you are interested in—
education, infrastructure, agri-space. Again big picture, not specific to IFC, do you think there
is enough investment from PE and private investors going into these sectors? These are not
popular with VCs and PEs.
We are actively trying to assess that gap. In response to your question, India is not very different
from other markets. What you are seeing is that risk aversion among all institutional investors is increasing. What this means is that there is a flight to quality—meaning the large PE groups are able to
raise even larger funds at one end of the market, while it is very difficult at the lower end of the market to raise funds. In other words, there is a lot of capital if you look at PE for large fund managers,
while smaller SME (small and medium enterprise) funds are struggling to raise. Lots of people are
trying to raise VC funds—not everyone will succeed. Some of those deals that are happening in
Asia—Grab and Go-Jek, Alibaba buying Lazada etc. —these tech deals have a lighthouse effect.
These deals are not only popular in Asia, but are being noticed on Wall Street and other places.
There is a lot of interest in the tech space and a lot of that money is going to the early-stage consumer
tech space in India. Not so much for later rounds.
What is the pain-point for Indian start-ups? Are Series B rounds and upwards when it comes
to the $20-100 million range too big for Indian VCs, and too small for PEs?
I would say that certainly from the Series C stage, there is a funding gap. Obviously, it is a young
industry, but the proof of concept is not necessarily there yet for VCs to invest in this space. I don’t
see much PE money going into the VC space yet i.e., PE investors doing late-stage tech rounds too.
To address this, are we seeing a trend where large PE funds, which often may not have the time
and expertise to focus on a sector that interests them, and where deal sizes may not really move
the needle for them, then create VC arms, or small vehicles with dedicated teams to look at
these vertices? We have several such examples of this in India.
What you are seeing is not specific to India. It is more broad; it has been driven from the US where
traditional PE managers have branched out to become more broadly-focused asset managers, raising
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credit funds and real estate funds etc. Obviously, these kind of things do not go unnoticed in emerging markets. You are seeing that across Asia and China, in particular. Funds that were still focused
on the middle market a few years ago are now billion-dollar funds. Now what they are doing is, there
are quite a few firms that are now raising separate middle market funds again. You also have PE
firms with dedicated VC arms—Northstar for example seeded NSI Ventures. What you are seeing is
that traditional PE groups are branching out and raising additional funds and strategizing different
asset classes. But I don’t see a broader shift of PE funds moving into the tech space. What you don’t
have in Asia are dedicated tech private equity groups like Silver Lake and other funds in the US.
Don’t you think that many funds are forced to refocus their attention on markets like SouthEast Asia and India, because these regions offer far higher returns? Besides, China may not be
the best place to be in right now.
Global investors and institutional investors that commit to markets like South-East Asia and India are
doing so based on the premise that they are expecting strong investments in such markets. I would
not agree with the thesis that institutional and large global groups are investing in South-East Asia
because they have run out of deal flow or opportunities in developed markets such as the US and Europe. What drives them to focus more on those markets is slightly different from emerging markets.
In emerging markets, there are much less control deals, but more growth investing, and very little
leverage. These institutions have committed to funds in South-East Asia, India, or China out of conviction. They believe in the growth story, the rising middle class and the global rebalancing of GDP.
They understand that emerging markets will play a larger role in the future composition of global
GDP. That is the conviction they have, and that is why they back those funds. They don’t do it because they have run out of managers or good deal flow opportunities in the US.
Exits—how much of a concern do they continue to be, especially in markets like India?
Investing is not the most difficult part of private equity—it is getting the money out and giving it
back to LPs. That is the difficult part. And from an LP’s perspective, it is all about getting your capital back and getting a good return on your money. LPs will always give preference to GPs (general
partners) that have generated good returns and can foster exits and give money to them. A lot of
questions have been raised on PE deals in India that were done in 2005-2009—a lot of these deals
were done at very high valuations and then everything tanked. A lot of that money will not be returned.
But I think there is a lot of positive sentiment around India and institutional investors now. Investors
are taking a favourable look at India over its macro growth and the consumer story. When it comes to
India, getting money back is at the top of mind for any investor, but the situation has improved.
There have been a number of good exits over the past two years, and a lot of good money has flown
back to LPs during this period. While investors are now more favourable towards India, they are still
wary and LPs want to make sure that they back GPs that have a demonstrated track record of returning money.
One of the factors that worked for India was recycling of capital. A huge chunk of the capital
from PE deals done before 2009 has now come back to the market and been recycled.
Good point. I think that for some of the deals, the money is yet to come back. Again, 2005 to 2009
vintages are all 10-12 years into the fund life—these funds have to be wound down one way or another. I remember looking at Asia a few years back and the sentiment around India was very negative
then—it is much more positive now than it was even 3-4 years ago.
Has the investment climate in India seen a boost under the Narendra Modi government?
I think there is a lot of positive sentiment around India these days. The macro growth has been remarkable during the last couple of quarters, and there is positive sentiment around politics. The Modi
effect is still there. For PEs, getting some of their money back that had been stuck for a while, is adding to the positive sentiment. I would say from a political standpoint, there is a positive sentiment
that India is doing a lot of things right at the moment.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS >>>> INDIA
I. World Food India 2017
Date: 3-5 November, 2017
Venue: New Delhi
Organizer: The Ministr y of Food Pr ocessing Industr ies, Gover nment of India
Contact : http://nmfp.gov.in/mofpi_web/wfs1.aspx
Details: The main objective of the summit is to showcase the vast investment opportunities available
in India for all food processing and food retail players including food processors, technology providers, equipment manufacturers & suppliers, logistics providers & cold chain operators as also the food
retailers. It would provide a platform to connect and collaborate with potential investors, suppliers,
purchasers and joint venture partners. The event will have seminars, B2B/B2G/G2G sessions, besides
an exhibition wherein state pavilions, sectoral pavilions and company stalls would be put up.
II. International Crop-Science Conference & Exhibition
Date: 9-10 November
Venue: Jaipur, India
Organizer: The Pesticide Manufactur er & For mulator s Association of India (PMFAI)
Contact : www.pmfai.org
Details: The event will provide an excellent opportunity to meet and network with leading Indian
agrochemical companies. There will be 55 booths exclusively for agri inputs (agrochemicals, fertilizers, biological pesticides and ancillary units).
III. Asean Natural & Organic Show
Date: 15-17 December, 2017
Venue: Kolkata
Organizer: ASSOCHAM suppor ted by Ministr y of Commer ce and Industr y, Gover nment of
India
Details: A three-day mega show and an International Buyer Seller Meet focussed on markets of
(Singapore, Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia, Vietnam) during 15-17 December, 2017 in Kolkata, India. In this regard, ASSOCHAM would like to invite prominent Singapore based sourcing agents/
marketing firms/ manufacturers to attend this fair. The following facilities would be provided to the
overseas participants on complimentary basis



Economy class air ticket



Hotel accommodation on twin sharing basis for two nights

Airport and Hotel Transfer with lunch and dinner arrangements
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Notifications
Securities and Exchange Board of India
Online Filing System for Alternative Investment Funds

http://www.sebi.gov.in/legal/circulars/jul-2017/online-filing-system-for-alternativeinvestment-funds_35480.html
Online Filing System for Foreign Venture Capital Investors

http://www.sebi.gov.in/legal/circulars/jul-2017/online-filing-system-for-foreign-venturecapital-investors_35246.html
Ministry of Corporate Affairs
Companies (Incorporation) Second Amendment Rules, 2017

http://www.mca.gov.in/Ministry/pdf/
CompaniesIncorporationSecondAmendmentRules2017.pdf
Reserve Bank of India
Auction of Government of India Dated Securities

https://rbi.org.in/Scripts/NotificationUser.aspx?Id=11072&Mode=0
Removal of limits on withdrawal of cash from Savings Bank Account

https://www.rbi.org.in/Scripts/NotificationUser.aspx?Id=10856&Mode=0
Establishment of Branch Office (BO)/ Liaison Office (LO)/ Project Office (PO) in India by foreign entities
- procedural guidelines

https://www.rbi.org.in/Scripts/NotificationUser.aspx?Id=10398&Mode=0
Foreign Exchange Management (Manner of Receipt and Payment) Regulations, 2016

https://www.rbi.org.in/Scripts/NotificationUser.aspx?Id=10392&Mode=0
Ministry of Finance

Clarification regarding Acquisition & Transfer of Immovable Property in India by Foreign Nationals
http://finmin.nic.in/press_room/2014/clarification_Acquist_Transfer_Property_foreignnationals.pdf
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Isro plans to launch
21 rockets and 50 satellites within 4 years

Issue No 220, 15 August 2017

Business Standard: Aug 14, 2017

India's
space
agency
‘Indian Space Research
Organisation’ (ISRO) has
lined up over 21 rocket
launches, including the second test flight of its heaviest rocket the Geosynchronous satellite launch vehicle (GSLV) MK-III, which
will be carried out over a
period of the next threefour years.
The outlay is part of the Rs
8,658.74 crore sanctioned
by the government for Isro
to build and launch about
31 rockets, including 15
PSLVs, 13 GSLV's and
three GSLV MK-III. So far
the space agency has successfully
built
and
launched 10 vehicles under
the agreement.
"Isro's launch vehicles are
being used for launching
national satellites towards
meeting the earth observation, communication, navigation and scientific needs
of the country. The excess
capacity has been used to
launch satellites of other
countries," said Jitendra
Singh, Minister of State at
the Prime Minister's office
early this week. The Space
Commission, which runs
Isro, is under the direct
oversight of the Prime
Minister.
The plan to launch the next
21 rockets comes at a time
when India is looking at
putting over 70 satellites in
space over the next five
years. Isro has also said
that 2017 will be the last
year India will utilise foreign launch vehicles to hurl
its satellites into space,
suggesting that its in-house
capabilities have been tested and proven enough to
carry out such missions.

FAQs on Foreign Investments In India
The fortnightly FAQs will broadly cover the following areas
I.

Foreign Direct Investment

II.

Foreign Technology Collaboration Agreement

III. Foreign Portfolio Investment
IV.

Investment in Government Securities and Corporate debt

V.

Foreign Venture Capital Investment

VI.

Investment by QFIs

V. Foreign Venture Capital Investment
Q Wher e can a For eign Ventur e Capital Investor (FVCI) invest?
Answer: A SEBI registered Foreign Venture Capital Investor may purchase
securities, issued by an Indian company engaged in any sector mentioned
at the answer to question 28 and whose securities are not listed on a recognised stock exchange at the time of issue of the said securities;

securities issued by a start-up, irrespective of the sector in which it is engaged;

units of a Venture Capital Fund (VCF) or of a Category I Alternative Investment Fund (Cat-I AIF) or units of a scheme or of a fund set up by a
VCF or by a Cat-I AIF, subject to the terms and conditions as may be laid
down by the Reserve Bank
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